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Wheelbase for special seating  with tilt in space and unique backrest recline    
to help relieve pressure sores and improve sitting tolerance.
Suitable for all ages including children and adults.

MOJO
®

Tilt & Recline



MOJO 
®

Adjustable handle rake
Handle rake can be set to suit the seating system used.

Height adjustable handles
Adjust independently to allow the carer to find their most 
comfortable position.

3 position rear wheel settings
3 position rear wheel setting for extra stability when required.

Rear wheel brakes
Reliable rear wheel brakes with easy operation and adjustment.

Easy to adjust armrests
Frame mounted armrests with height and width adjustment.

Footrests and footboxes
Available with a range of 
footboxes, footrests and sandals.

Innovative features:

Tilt in space and fixed frame 
versions
Foot operated tilt in space facility makes seat 
angle adjustment easy for client comfort. Also 
available with a fixed angle frame.

Transport at any angle
Front and rear transportation tie down points 
are frame mounted to allow the seat angle to 
be set to any angle during transport.

MoJo Tilt and Recline with 
BB modular seating system

Designed for you
Prevents and relieves pressure sores
The combination of tilt in space and tilt and backrest recline 
allows the seat angle to be adjusted to prevent pressure 
build up.

Helps aid digestion and breathing
The seat can be adjusted so the client is at the optimum 
angle for breathing, swallowing and digestion.

Improves sitting tolerance
Backrest recline increases the range of seat adjustment, 
making sitting still for a long period more comfortable.

Suitable for all ages and sizes
MoJo TR is suitable for all ages and compatible with our 
custom moulded and modular seating systems.

Fully customisable
All SOS seating systems and wheelbases are made to order 
for each individual client. No matter how complex.

Reliable and robust design
SOS have been refining MoJo wheelbases for over 10 years. 
Today’s version is one of the strongest and most reliable 
wheelbases available.

Quick-Lok for swapping seating systems
The SOS designed Quick-Lok makes it possible to swap 
seating systems easily, increasing the life span of the 
wheelbase.

Quick-Lok interface
Switch seating systems easily, increasing wheelbase 
life span.

SOS
Innovation

SOS
Innovation

Improved sitting tolerance and Relief from pressure 
sores by combining tilt in space with a backrest 
recline.

The MoJo Tilt and Recline (TR) wheelbase offers a more 
versatile range of adjustment than most seating systems.

The combination of tilt in space and backrest recline help 
prevent pressure sores and improve overall comfort. Shifting 
the client’s centre of gravity can help manage conditions that 
affect digestion and respiration improving wellbeing, bringing 
additional benefits to both the client and carer.

MoJo TR is available in 3 different sizes: Mini, Midi and Maxi 
and can be configured with a fixed frame. This is useful for 
clients who do not require a Tilt in space facility. Compatible 
with modular seating systems only.

Improved pressure control & sitting tolerance
Backrest recline
Allows a passive range of movement in 
the hips, helping to distribute pressure and 
prevent pressure sores.
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Suitable
for transport

Tilt & Recline

Backrest recline
for better

pressure control

Tilt and recline
for improved sitting 

tolerance

MoJo TR set to maximum 
backrest recline
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Options and accessories
Sun shade/rain canopy
(Sun shade sold separately)

Footrests
Wide range of options.
Available with swing aside 
footrest (optional)

Armrests
Padded options available

Net carrier
Convenient under-seat 
storage attached to 
frame (removable)

Choice of wheels
Standard (right)
Rough Terrain (left)
Self Propelled

Attendant hub brakes
Controlled via switch fitted 
near the handles (optional)

Activity tray
(Not pictured) Oxygen carrier

Attaches to frame

Pram handles
Replaces the two handles 
with a pram-style bar

Cosy toes
Leg and foot warmer to 
match seating upholstery

MoJo TR specification

Metallic blue Metallic pink Solid black

Metallic red Metallic green

Metallic purple

Metallic silver

Choice of colours

Measurements Units Mini Midi Maxi

Length (maximum) mm 1325 1375 1570

Length (maximum inc. footrest) mm 1535 1585 1780

Length (minimum) mm 765 800 855

Height (maximum) mm 1165 1175 1270

Height (minimum) mm 580 590 570

Width mm 515 555 605

Minimum turning radius mm 555 605 645 to 740

Maximum turning radius mm 810 to 860 860 to 960 920 to 1020

Minimum folded length mm 765 800 840

Minimum folded height mm 855 865 845

Wheelbase (front to back) mm 425 463 to 565 501 to 603

Wheel track mm 432 483 534

Armrest height mm 615 to 845 625 to 855 635 to 855

Armrest width mm 410 to 565 465 to 620 570 to 670

Frame width mm 330 381 432

Measurements Units Mini Midi Maxi

Age range (approx) mths/yrs age 3+ age 12+ young adults

Max user weight kg 75 90 120

Tilt angle degrees -6° to +23° -7° to +23° -5° to +24°

Backrest recline degrees 90° 90° 90°

Weight (when empty) kg 18.8 21.3 22.6

Handle height adjustment mm 100 100 100


